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by Judy Scalzitti 
so your kitchen would always be spot-
less? It sounds like a perfect solution 
to my "Hate to mop, scrub and clean 
in general" attitude. However, the sol-
ution to one problem creates another 
- a huge deficit in the Scalzitti budget. 
Darn! Maybe I'll have to settle for one 
dinner out a week! Certainly easier on 
the budget (not to mention the waist-
line!) 
Did you ever see the bumper sticker 
- KEEP YOUR KITCHEN CLEAN -
EAT OUT!? Wouldn't it be wonderful if 
we could do that? Eat out every night 
Think of all the important events that 
take place while eating out. Let's see, 
probably one of the first was a date. A 
pizza, hamburgers or an ice cream 
soda at the corner drug store (people 
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probably the bill of fare. Then, the 
prom! Dressed up in your finest attire, 
you timidly went to dinner at a "fancy" 
restaurant prior to going to the dance. 
The entire time you were eating, you 
were oblivious of the smiles and stares 
from other diners as they reminisced 
about their proms. 
In college, that good looking girl or 
guy sat down at the same table as you 
while you were eating in the cafeteria 
(would you call that eating out?) . 
While job searching, one or several 
of your interviews probably took place 
over lunch in a restaurant. Prior to an 
interview I had for a position as a pro-
gram director with a county parks and 
recreation department, my mother (of 
course!) suggested eating something 
neat (she knew me all too well!) . Her 
favorites included a piece of quiche, a 
sandwich and to avoid soup (too easy 
to slurp!) , salad (crunchy, not to men-
tion the drippy and messy dressing) 
and spaghetti. When the menu came, 
I ordered a roast beef sandwich. Safe, 
right! In this case, wrong. It was dry 
and had too many veins of fat or gristle 
in it. Needless to say, it was too difficult 
to chew, so I didn't. The job was given 
to a college friend of mine and to this 
day, I wonder if SHE ate the roast 
beef!? 
Many marriages begin with a pro-
posal over dinner in a fancy restaurant 
(Chart House, Larry?). Throughout the 
years, couples celebrate anniversaries 
with the same flair and extravagance 
as the dinner that began it all. 
There are many good restaurants in 
the Monterey area. The Classmate 
staff has put together descriptions of 
their favorites. Perhaps an important 
event of yours can take place at one of 
them. Enjoy! 
OSWC NEWS .... OSWC NEWS .... OSWC NEWS .... OSWC NEWS .... OSWC NEWS •.•. OSWC NEWS __ 
President's Message 
by Michelle Upton 
The flowering glories of spring, the 
rich sun-warmed smells of summer 
and the Earth's harvest each fall all 
evoke, in our mechanized and ur-
banized culture, the urge to get outside 
and into closer touch with dirt and 
growing things. For millions of us, how-
ever, that yearning can result in the 
extremely uncomfortable conse-
quences of asthma or hay fever. Espe-
cially in the Monterey area where 
plants bloom all year round. I decided 
to do some research at the library for 
remedies other than prescription 
drugs. 
BLACKBERRY VINEGAR: This is a 
wholesome drink and a pleasant cor-
dial for a feverish cold. The blackber-
ries must be picked on a fine day, once 
the dew has dried, and before the 11 th 
of October for it's believed that after 
that date the Devil has cursed the fruit. 
When he was cast out of heaven he 
fell into a blackberry bush and now he 
spits on the fruit every year on the an-
niversary of that event. 
A NORFOLK COLD CURE: Again , 
garlic's curative powers are called 
upon for a traditional remedy. The pen-
etrating odor of the garlic is said to be 
so diffusive that even when applied to 
the soles of the feet, its odor is carried 
on the breath. Take six cloves garlic 
peeled, and 4 oz. white lard, crush the 
garlic and mash it into the lard. Spread 
the mixture over the soles of the pa-
tient's feet which should be kept warm 
by covering with a thick, warmed towel. 
I! is advisable to rest the feet on a thick 
pile of newspapers to absorb any 
grease. Repeat as often as necessary 
until cured. 
Another remedy is vitamins. Take 
five grams or more of Vitamin C along 
with 400 to 600 mg of calcium because 
allergy patients have impaired absorp-
tion. Also take 200 to 500 mg of pan-
tothenate plus another 50 mg of B 
Complex. Also take pancreatic en-
zymes to help break down the food. 
Can you figure how many vitamins that 
is?? 
Of course, you could use the 
Chinese method of healing, 
acupuncture for chronic bronchitis, 
rhinitis, swelling and pain in face, ex-
cessive thirst and dryness in mouth. 
All you have to do is have an 
acupuncture needle placed into the 
area on the crown of your head. 
And last but not least, you could 
make herbal tea from leaves of the 
Grindelia plant, also known as Califor-
nia Gum Plant or Curly Cup. Another 
tea made from the Ephedra branches 
also known as Ma Huang or Mormon 
Tea. The Chinese have used this plant 
for over 5,000 years. 
All I can say after four hours of re-
search in dusty books is "BELIEVE IT 
OR NOT'!!! 
THE OSWC IS THE OFFICIAL STUDENTS' WIVES CLUB OF THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL FOR 
THE WIVES OF ALL STUDENTS. In addition to sponsoring monthly activities such as luncheons, the Art Auction, 
etc., they also sponsor small group activities. Dues collected entitle you to members' discounts on classes, having 
your name printed in the OSWC Directory and the monthly issue of the Pink Flyer. Dues are $2 per quarter with 
a miflimum of 4 quarters for new members. You may pay for one quarter at a time or for the whole time you will 
be here. To obtain membership, fill out the form below and send it with a check made out to OSWC to : Cindy 
Westbrook, 1015 Halsey Drive, Monterey, CA 93940. Phone 373-1974, SMC #2161 . 
SMC # ______ -'New Member ____ Renewal ____ Active ____ Associate ___ _ 
Last Name _______________ First _ _ _______ Phone # _____ _ 
Spouse's Name Rank Service ____ _ 
Curriculum _______________ Graduation Date (month/year) __________ _ 
Address City _______ Zip Code __ _ 
Length of Membership Amount Enclosed $ _______ _ 
Are you interested in coml'\littee work? YES ____ NO ____ Volunteer? YES _ _ __ NO _ _ _ 
Do you wish to have your Name, Spouse's Name and Service, Address and Telephone Number in the OSWC 
Directory? (members only) YES ____ NO ___ _ 
Would you like a copy of the OSWC By-Laws? YES NO 
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Navy Birthday 
Ball - 1986 
This year's theme for the birthday 
celebration of the United States Navy, 
which will be at Hermann Hall in the 
Barbara McNitt Ballroom, will be "211 
Years - A Tradition of Pride". This gala 
event will be held Saturday, October 
18, 1986 beginning with no-host 
cocktails in the Quarterdeck area at 
1800, followed by official ceremonies 
at 1900, a delicious beef dinner served 
at 2000 and topped off by an enjoyable 
evening of dancing 'til midnight. All 
military officers, the staff and their 
spouses or guests will be eligible to 
attend. Complete details and ticket in-
formation will follow in the next Class-
mate and upcoming Pink Flyers. Make 
plans to attend now for this exciting 
event as tickets will be sold on a first 




by Michelle Upton 
Original, hand-created 
designs - Baskets 
decorated with live 
plants or pine cones 
and dried flowers. White 
mini-lights opt iona l. 
• 
An ideal gift item , or 
beautiful accent for 
your home. 
Cal l 649-6281 
for more ;nfo 
• 
0~©@®0@®m0®m @@©0~ 
NEW KIDS ON 
THE BLOCK 
by Terri Potts Smith 
A son, Richard Joseph, born June 7, 1986, 9 Ibs. 3 
oz., to Jane and Max Underwood. 
A daughter, Catherine Lee Jin Hee, born November 
15, 1985, 8 Ibs. 9 OZ., adopted by Michael and Lisa 
Browne. 
A daughter, Elizabeth Mary, born May 21,1986, 6 Ibs., 
to Douglas and Nancy Lowry. 
Attention All New Or 
Expectant Mothers 
Have you had a baby or are you expecting a baby during your 
tour at the Naval Postgraduate School? If your answer is yes, you 
may be eligible for a special birth certificate and a lovely gift for 
your baby. 
If you are an active, associate or honorary member of OSWC, 
and are expecting a baby while here or have a baby who is six 
months old or less, you are entitled to receive a special birth 
certificate (blue for boys and pink for gi rls) from OSWC and to 
have an announcement printed in Classmate. 
In addition, all active and associate OSWC members will receive 
a gift - a calligraphied verse mailed with your baby's name and 
birthdate on it. 
When you have your baby, please notify Terri Polls Smith at 
646-8254. I will need the correct spelling of your name, your hus-
band 's name, and the baby's name, birthdate, and weight. 
OSWC NEWS .... OSWC NEWS .... OSWC NEWS .... OSWC NEWS .... 
Bargain Fair 
Are you running out of closet space? 
Is your storage room overflowing? Do 
you want to sell those unwanted or un-
used items before your move to the 
next duty station? The OSWC is spon-
soring a Bargain Fair Saturday, Sep-
tember 6, at the La Mesa School. This 
is your opportunity to sell those un-
wanted items. Or, if you are in need of 
carpeting, baby clothes, plants, etc., 
take advantage of the great buys at 




The Officers Students' Wives Club 
would like to extend an invitation to all 
new students (and their spouses1 to 
attend our next Welcome Aboard Cof-
fee on August 26, 1966, 7:30-9 pm in 
the Barbara McNitt Ballroom 
(Herrmann Hall) . This offers an excel-
lent opportunity for new arrivals to ob-
tain valuable information on activities 
in La Mesa, the Naval Postgraduate 
School, and the Monterey community. 
It also offers the opportunity for new 
arrivals to meet other new arrivals and 
oldtimers who share the Naval Post-
graduate experience. 
CRAMALOT, a very popular and en- I 
tertaining skit on student life at NPS, 
will be presented as a part of the Wel-
come Aboard Coffee. Anyone con-
nected with NPS should take the time 
to experience CRAMALOT while they 
are in the Monterey area. 
Reservations should be made be-
tween July 7 and August 21. Call Carol 
Stewart 649-4247, Tami Iselin 649-
The cost per space is: OSWC mem-
ber $3, non-member $10. Space size 
is approximately 6 x 7 feet. Spaces 
are limited and on a FIRST COME, 
FIRST SERVED basis so act quickly. 
No more than TWO spaces will be 
given to an individual. Residents of La 
Mesa Village, students and staff of 
NPS and their spouses who are at least 
16 years of age are eligible for these 
spaces. No individual may represent 
and sell for an organization. 
Reservation forms will be available 
at the La Mesa Housing Office and the 
Convenience Store after August 4 , 
1966 or through the Pink Flyer. The 
completed form AND payment may be 
mailed or hand delivered to the ad-
dress on the reservation form by Au-
gust 26. No telephone reservations will 
be made. We reserve the right to stop 
accepting reservations when all 
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598 Fremont Street 
Monterey, CA 93940 
(408) 649·1900 
GARY D. PALMA , D.D.S . 
CHRISTOPHER L. PALMA , D.D.S 
ORTHODONTICS 
335 Eldorado Sireel 
26535 Carmel Rancho Blvd. 
Suite 5-C 
Monterey , Cali fo rnia 93940 Carmel. Californ ia 93923 
Phone (408) 373-8484 Phone (408) 624-4 100 
MISS BARBARA'S 
NURSERY SCHOOL 
Ages 2 To 6 - Full & Half Day 
Hot Lunch · Reading Readiness 
Science · Music · Art 
Well Equipped Playground 
Exc iting & Interesting Field Trips 
Serving The Children Of Monterey Since 1967 
6435 or Judy Majors 375-8141 for res- Stale Licensed' CoUege TraIned Stair 
ervations. Close 10 NPS and Navy HousiDg 
We look forward to seeing and meet- 52 SOLEDAD DR., MONTEREY, 375-67311 
ing you for an informative and enjoy- SI. Timothy Cburch 
able eveningl '-.... ________________________ _ 
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LA MESA RUN 
The La Mesa Run will be held on Saturday, July 26th. The t OK race begins at 8:30 a.m. and will be followed by a two-mile 
Fun Run at 10:30 a.m. The entire family is invited to run or walk in the Fun Run, including babies in strollers and pets on leashes. 
There are many rewards for entering these races! There are trophies donated by Frank Lucido of Head Pin Trophies for 
the first three men and the first three women finishers of the 10K run. Plus more trophies for age group winners in the 10K. 
Numerous giff certificates and prizes will be given to Fun Run participants including the fastest, slowest, oldest and youngest. 
There will also be a special prize for the first dog or cat to finish the Fun Run. 
Every member of the family can remember this fun event and the Monterey area by ordering a special La Mesa Run 
T-shirt. Designed by Barby Blackburn, the T-shirt features a winning sea otter sporting jogging shoes, vest and headband. 
Order your T-shirts early to wear the day of the run . Please turn in your run applications ASAP. For more information or to 
volunteer on the day of the race, please call 375-0595. 
r--------------------------------------------------
LA MESA RUN 1986 ENTRY FORM 
JULY 26, 1986 
10K RUN AT 8:30 A.M. 
2-MILE FUN RUN AT 10:30 A_M. 
Family Sponsor: ____________________________________ _ 
Address: _ _ ____________ Phone: _________ SMC # : _______ _ 
RACE PARTICIPANTS: 
Name Age Sex 2-Mile 10K Run 
---------------------------------------------------
DISCLAIMER FOR THE LA MESA RUN 
This form must be signed by all participants. Those participants under 18 must have this form signed by either parent or 
legal guardian. 
In consideration of your accepting my entry, I, intending to be legally bound, hereby for myself, my heirs, executors and 
administrators, waive and release all rights and claims that I may have against the persons and organizations affiliated with 
the race, the officials, the U.S. Navy, the Naval Postgraduate School, and the Officer Students Wives Club of the Naval 
Postgraduate School , while participating in or traveling to or from the "La Mesa 10K and Run for Fun" on July 26, 1986. I 
further attest that I am physicaly fit to run in both or either of the races. 
Signatures: ______________________ Date: ______________ _ 
__________ __________ Date: ____________ __ 
____________________ Date: ____________ __ 
ENTRY FEES: 
_____ entries for 10K @ $3.00 each 
_____ entries for 2-mile FUN RUN @ $1 .00 each (adult) 




____ Child @. $4.50 ea. _ EXS (2-4 yr. ) _ S (6-8) _ M (10-12) ---.l (14-16) 
___ Adult <1i $5.50 ea. _ S (32-34) _ M(36-38) _ L (42-44) ----.XL (46-48) 
Send completed entry for and check made payable to "OSWC· to: Debbie & Sherman O'Brien, 9 Gillespie Ln ., Monterey, 
CA 93940 or SMC # 2031 . 
Total Entry Fees: 
Total T-Shirt Order: 
Total AmI. Enclosed: 
Entry and T-Shirt orders NLT 19 June to insure delivery by race, Race day registration at 7:30 a.m. - Late Entry Fee 
$4 .00. T-Shirt orders will be accepted through race day. Entry confirmation will be sent to SMC or enclose SASE. 
--------------------------------------------------~ 
NPS NEWS .... NPS NEWS .... NPS NEWS .... NPS NEWS .... NPS NEWS .... NPS NEWS .... NPS NEWS_ .. 
Vacation Bible School 
Summer is here and Vacation Bible 
School (VBS) is only a few weeks 
away. Jointly sponsored by the NPS 
Protestant and Catholic Chapels, VBS 
will be held July 21-25 at the La Mesa 
Elementary School. Children, kinder-
garten through junior high, are invited 
to attend this special week of Bible 
studies, fellowship crafts, songs, recre-
ation and more. 
Student pre-registration will be held 
at both Chapels July 5-6, July 12-13 
and July 19-20. Registration will also 
be available at the La Mesa Conveni-
ence Store, July 12. The fee is $2 per 
child not, to exceed $6 per family. 
ADVENTURE DAY will kick off this 
special week at the La Mesa Elemen-
tary School playground Friday, July 
18th, 9:30-11 :30 am with many fun sur-
prises. Dig out those old hiking boots 
as we get ready to climb SON LIGHT 
MOUNTAIN! 
Once again, you can order a short-
sleeve T-shirt for your VBS student. 
Children's T-shirts are optional and 
cost only $4 per shirt. Shirts will be 
distributed on Friday, July 18 at La 
Mesa School during ADVENTURE 
DAY. Orders should be made by July 
10 at registration to insure delivery. 
All are invited to a special VBS cios-
ing at King Hall on Friday, July 25 at 
7 pm. 
For more information, please call Bil-
lie Bordeaux 649-3758, Maggie Hub-
bard 646-8909, Linda Johnston 372-
3649 or Bonnie Schaefer 375-8463. 
Bay Pet Hospital 
2201 Fremont Blvd . 
Monterey, California 
375-2436 
Marina Pet Hospital 
Office Hours 
Weekdays 8-5:30 
Saturday 8-12 By Appointment 
358 Reservation Road 
Marina, California 
384-6055 




NAVY RELIEF THRIFT SHOP 
(located between the Exchange and the bookstore) 
OPEN: MONDAY, THURSDAY, and the first SATURDAY 
of each month: 10:00 - 12:00 NOON 
ALL ITEMS PRICED TO SELL FAST 
Donation bins conveniently located near shop. 
New volunteers always welcome. 
Contact Nancy Moxcey for more info: 646-9785 
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MINI-CLASSES 
If you are interested in teaching a 
course, contact Kathryn Hanold at 375-
8127. If you are interested in taking a 
course, call the instructors listed 
below. 
REVISED CLASS 
The stenciling class previously taught 
by Vicki Fenton is now being taught by 
Carlita Wimberly (373-6651 ). 
CURRENT CLASSES 
Aerobic Dance with Becky Barker -
Becky Barker (649-6793). 
Aerobics and Toning - Linda Conklin 
(646-5309). 
by Kathryn Hanold 
Beginning Calligraphy - Cathy 
Graham (373-7230). 
Beginning Sewing - Virginia Sycuro 
(649-0530). 
Beginning Stained Glass - "Sun 
Catchers" - Virginia Sycuro (649-
0530). 
Belly Dancing - Paula Claussen (625-
3048). 
Children 's Creative Dance - Terri 
Grimshaw (624-3799). 
Creative Ideas - Lisa Hutchins (372-
7313). 
Creative Inner Explorations - Don 
Mathews (373-7809). 
Drawing & Painting Techniques for 
the Emerging Artist - Don Mathews 
(373-7809) . 
.1 "s e,,1t- RESTAURANT ~(,~ MEXI~!!,:~~!~~s 
8 
CASA FUENTE BLDG . 




- CHILI RELLENOS 
- ENCHILADAS 
- WINES & BEER 
OPEN DAILY 
EXCEPT TUESDAY 
FRI-SAT 11 AM-l0 PM 
SUN-THURS 11 AM-9 PM 
SEIII - ,.IVAn A_ AVAIUILE 
I ~ 81.0CI\ FROM 
IIIOHTEREI CONFERENCE CENTER 
PACIf iC 
zJ __ L-__ _ 
~ . 3~ PIERCE 
z P"RI(ING IN 
; NEW "A UNICIPAL 
_ GARAG E 
Early Parenting - Barbara Dickinson 
(375-2587). 
Exercise Class - Donna Staniec 
(373-6626). 
Ikebana (Japanese Floral Art) - Suzi 
Miller (372-4189). 
Improving Your Image Through 
Speech - Vicky Madigan (375-3762). 
Needlepoint - Sally Dewey (624-
2250). 
Piano - Kazuko Mockett (624-9596). 
Piano - Nathalie Plotkin (373-5671 ). 
Polynesian Dance - Paula Claussen 
(625-3048). 
Private Art Instruction - Don 
Mathews (373-7809). 
Scherenschnitte (German Scissor 
Cutting) - Connie Frostenson (375-
1876). 
Spinning -Janis Mineart (375-7487). 
Stenciling - Carlita Wimberly (373-
6651) . 
Super Easy Stenciling - Connie 
Frostenson (375-1876). 
Suzuki Violin & Viola Lessons -
Mildred Kline (624-9541). 
Tennis Instruction - Karen Stewart 
(373-3437). 
The Joy Of Art For Beginners - Don 
Mathews (373-7809). 
The Joy Of Art Outside - Don 
Mathews (373-7809). 
Violin Lessons - Sally O'Dwyer (372-
5492). 
TUTORS 
Mathematics Tutoring - Cindy Cupp 
(384-8904). 
Reading Tutoring - Gay O'Hara (375-
9223). 
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Eagle's Eye 
Gallery 
Summer is here and it is time for lots 
of us to move onto a new tour. A paint-
ing of the beautiful scenery of the 
Peninsula may be just the momento 
you are looking for as a gift for yourself 
or a friend. At Eagle's Eye there is 
much offered along this line and all at 




King Size Beds. Fireplaces 
Wet Bars in all Rooms 
FuturiDg ----, 
• Hot Thb Spa in Walled 
Courtyud 
• Cable Color 'IV .. 
Fne ShowtIme Channel 
• Ftuh Mee in Room 
• Conle~ncelParty Facility 
• Eft'kienq Units 
• Military I: Corporate Rates 
373·4172 Nationwide 1-800-648-0743 
cW .. ~ 
JoJ9£ 
Indoor Heated Pool 
Spa &: Sauna 
...-- FuturiDg ----, 
• ConlertnctlPuty Pacllity 
• Outdoor Sunniq Area 
• Luxurious Bridal, Famlly 
I ExecutiYe Suites 
• FrestI Coffee in Room 
• Cable Co~ 'IV. FrM 
Showtime Channel 
• Dlrftt Dial Phones 
• Emciency Units 
• F'ireplaces I. Spa 1\lbs 
in some Rooms 
• FonrW Limousine by 
Arransement 
• Military&: C4:Irplrate Rates 
NeGr Dtl MortU £ftIn' 
373·1337 
Eagle's Eye is presently looking for 
new painters to join this co-op. If you 
paint regularly and have time to share 
the operation at a small , pleasant gal-
lery, please come by, look around, ask 
questions and get an application. The 
art gallery is located in the basement 
of Herrmann Hall on the grounds of the 
Naval Postgraduate Schoo\' Hours are 
11 :30-3 pm Monday through Friday, 
phone 372-3565. 1131 10th Stred Monterey In California 1046 Mun .... Ave. Monterey 
The gallery will be closed June 23 
through July 4. 
Cantp Carntel 
"V A day and resident camp for children 3-14 4 
--? 52-week sessions June 23 - August 29 ~ 
Located at Carmel High School , 
Hwy. I at Ocean Ave. 
Program Hours 9:00a.m. -4:00 p.m . Mon . - Fri. 
Extended Care available 8:00-9:00; 4:00-5:00 
Campers bring lunch and drink, Camp Carmel 
provides daily snack 
ACTIVITIES 
Swimming , Archery, Drama , Tumbling, BMX Course, 
Crafts , Dance , Art , Tennis, Singing, Puppetry , . 
Small Animal Care, Soccer, Softball , Basketball, Golf, 
Frisbee, Golf, Model Rocketry, New Games, The Orderof 
the Bear Challenge, and Much More 
1-800-821-0805 
.U::) I 
, Monterey Fairgrounds. 
Champio,nslhip's, Spyglass Hill, 
,ior.shiD Series (Race 5 & 6), 
Beach. (408) 649-8500. 
I m~'n ' ''Tournament , Del Monte 
r Flaces, Laguna Seca. (408) 
Iwater Cove, Pebble Beach. 
The Lodge at Pebble Beach, 
)till'.vater C;ove" Pebble Beach. 
Custom House Plaza, (408) 
Cht!ml~lolnst.iD.Spyglass Hill , 
549-8500. 
Bazaar and Bed Races, 
:94-6501 . 
FOR INFORMATION: Camp Carmel 
val , Monterey Fairgrounds, (408) 
P.O. Box 22881 
• ~-----------------------------------------------------..........•••....••.•••... 
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f URNITURE AND PIANO REFINISHING "-
~=~~ , : .. :- ; ANTIQUE .,1," p'- RESTORING , , . . -::- I, I' A SPE CIAL TY 
. :: 'l. 
MILITA RY CLAIMS 
& ESTI MA TES 
TOUCH-UP & SPOT REPAIR 
GOlD & SILVER LEAFING 
FURNITURE REPAIRS 
OlD PAINTINGS & PICTURE FRAMES 
ClEANED & RESTORED 
cffillntere~ Jf['umitur.e 
~.e5tllrntilllt 
PlCk ·UP f. DEliVERY 
(4081 373-3030 
289 Oic"mliln Awenue 
Monlerey, Clillifornilil 93940 ~~-------I/ 
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by Jan Formisano 
CHOCOHOLIC DELIGHT! 
Chocolate has long been a favorite 
among many people, especially my-
self! I have friends whose eyes glow 
when you mention the word chocola/e! 
For those friends, and you know who 
you are, this month's column is dedi-
cated to you! 
Black Bottom Cups 
1'/2 c. sifted flou r 
1 c. sugar 
% c. cocoa 
1 tsp. baking soda 
'12 tsp. salt 
1 c. water 
% c. cooking oil 
1 Tbsp. vinegar 
1 tsp. vanilla 
Sift dry ingredients together into a 
mixing bowl ; add remaining ingre-
dients. Beat until well blended. Fill lined 
German Chocolate Pie 
1 pkg. (4 oz.) Baker's sweet 
chocolate 
% c. milk 
2 Tbsp. sugar 
1 3 oz. pkg. of cream cheese 
(softened) 
8 oz. Cool Whip 
1 pkg. graham cracker crust or 
ready-made graham cracker crust 
Heat chocolate and 2 Tbsp. of milk 
over low heat, stirring until melted. 
Beat sugar into cream cheese. Add re-
maining milk and the chocolate mix1ure 
and beat until smooth. Fold Cool Whip 
into chocolate mixture. Mix unti l 
smooth. Pour into crust. Freeze for at 
least 4 hours. Sprinkle with shaved 
chocolate when ready to serve. 
These delicious bonbons are won-
derful to make at Christmas time. They 
are wonderful any time of year though! 
Diane's Bonbons 
-.:: muffin cups % full. Beat together: 
8 
CASA FUENTE BLDG . 
435 PIE RCE ST . 
MONTE REY 
Filling : 
1 8 oz. cream cheese (softened) 
1 egg 
% c. sugar 
'Ie tsp. salt 
1 cup chocolate chips 
chopped almonds 
sugar 
Combine cream cheese, egg, sugar 
and salt. Beat well. Stir in chocolate 
chips. Place 1 heaping Tbsp. of choco-
late mixture on batter ·in each muffin 
cup. Sprinkle with sugar and almonds. 
Bake at 350' for 30 minutes. Yield : 24. 
2 cups sifted powdered sugar 
1 c. graham cracker crumbs 
a;. c. chopped pecans 
'12 c. coconut 
Then add: 
'12 c. melted butter 
'12 c. peanut butter 
Roll into 1" balls . 
Using toothpick, dip into: 
3 Tbsp. shortening and 1'12 c. semi-
sweet chocolate chips, melted to-
gether. 
Place on wax paper to cool. Refri-
gerate or freeze . Makes 4 dozen. 
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Robin Streyle's Chocolate 
Fudge Cake 
'12 lb. seml·sweet chocolate or 
bittersweet" chocolate 
'h lb. unsalted butter 
6 eggs, separated 
1 c. sugar 
5'12 Tbsp. sifted flour 
% c. pecans or walnuts 
Melt chocolate and butter together 
in top of double boiler or microwave. 
Beat egg yolks and sugar together until 
mixture turns pale and forms a ribbon. 
Combine chocolate mixture and yolk 
mixture. Stir in flour, blending well. Add 
'12 c. nuts. Beat egg whites until stiff, 
but not dry. Fold egg whites into choco-
late mixture. Butter and flour a high-
sided (3") cake pan and place a circle 
of waxed paper on the bottom. A spring 
form pan may be used also. Pour in 
cake mixture, sprinkle with remaining 
nuts. Bake in a preheated 375° oven 
for 45-60 minutes. If oven gets too hot, 
and cake starts to burn, lower heat to 
350°. Cake will remain slightly runny 
in center (it should jiggle a bit when 
gently shaken) . It will harden as it 
cools. 
Note: Cake will rise like a souffle, 
then fall, as it cools so don't panic! 
Serves 10. Ice with chocolate cream 
and decorate with pecan halves if de-
sired. 
Chocolate Cream 
1'h c. heavy or whipping cream 
8 oz. semi-sweet chocolate 
4 Tbsp. butter 
In a 2-quart saucepan over medium 
heat, heat cream, chocolate, and but-
ter to boiling, stirring constantly until 
mixture is smooth. Pour into large 
bowl ; let cool completely at room tem-
perature. With mixer at high speed, 
beat chocolate mixture until light and 
fluffy. 
All The Way Chocolate! Pour on top of pudding mixture and 
sprinkle with shaved chocolate if de-
sired. 
Crust: 
1 c . flour 
'I. c. brown sugar 
'12 c. margarine Many thanks to Ava Geddes and 
Betty Stevens who contributed recipes 
to last month's issue. 
'I. c. chopped nuts 
Mix as pie crust. Spread out on 
cookie sheet. Bake 350° for 15 min-
utes. Crumble on the cookie sheet 
whi le hot. 
Have a wonderful recipe you would 
like to share with our readers? I would 
love to have it! Send it to Jan For-
misano, 1341 Spruance Rd., Mon-
terey, Ca. 93940 or drop it in my mail 
slot (it won't cost you the price of a 
stamp!). I would love to have some 
great original recipes to share, so 
please help me out! 
Filling: 
2 boxes chocolate instant pudding 
3 cups chocolate milk 
Whip and pour into cookie sheet of 
crumbled crust. 
Topping: 
2 envelopes Dream Whip 
1 c. chocolate milk 
Whip and then fold in % carton sour 
cream and 'h tsp. almond extract. 
Need a special recipe or would you 
like to see a special type of food cov-
ered in an article? Drop me a line with 
your suggestions or call me at 375-




12-17: Monterey County Fair, Monterey Fairgrounds. 
(408) 372-5863. 
12-17: NCGA Amateur Golf Championships, Spyglass Hill, 
Pebble Beach. (408) 649-8500. 
16: M.C. Jenkins Championship Series (Race 5 & 6), 
Stillwater Cove, Pebble Beach. (408) 649-8500. 
19-20: California SeniorWomen's Tournament, Del Monte 
Golf Course. (408) 649-8500. 
22-24: Historic Automobile Races, Laguna Seca. (408) 
373-1811 . 
23: Sundial Regatta , Stillwater Cove, Pebble Beach. 
(408) 649-8500. 
24: Concours D'Elegance, The Lodge at Pebble Beach, 
(408) 649-8500. 
29-30: Labor Day Regatta, Stillwater Cove, Pebble Beach. 
(408) 649-8500. 
SEPTEMBER 
6: Cribbage Tournament, Monterey Fairgrounds, (408) 
372-5863. 
7: Santa Rosalia Festival , Custom House Plaza, (408) 
373-8451 . 
9-10: NCGA Two Man Net Championship, Spyglass Hill , 
Pebble Beach, (408) 649-8500. 
14: Seaside - Sand City Bazaar and Bed Races, 
• Downtown Seaside, 394-6501 . • 
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by Virginia Sycuro 
Quick and Easy Designer Bath 
In a few hours your plain bathroom 
can be transformed into a designer 
bath. Nearly everything for the bath 
can be purchased inexpensively and 
embellished to appear elegant and 
costly. Buy plain towels and add ruf-
fles, ribbons , appliques, and bows. 
Just be sure to wash everything once 
before sewing together (this prevents 
puckers due to different rates of shrink-
age and bleeding of colors). By doing 
this yourself, you can save up to 70% 
and have linens like no one else. 
A double flat sheet can easily be 
made into a beautiful shower curtain 
in less than an hour. Simply lay the 
sheet on the floor and cover with a 
plastic liner. Check length and width 
and adjust if necessary. Trace mark-
ings for curtain hooks and fashion a 
large buttonhole at each marking. Add 
some trim to match your towels, if de-
sired. 
A matching toilet lid cover can be 
made from two pillow cases opened 
up and machine quilted, or make from 
pre-quilted fabric as below. 
Materials 
1 yard quilted fabric 
thread 
newspaper 
4" elastic 1 " wide 
2 large snaps 
12 
Instructions 
Trace the lid onto the paper by layer-
ing the paper between the seat and 
the lid on a closed toilet. Use a colored 
marker so that you can easily see the 
lines. Remove and add a %" seam al-
lowance all around. Cut out using your 
paper scissors so that you don't ruin 
your fabric shears. Pin to the quilted 
fabric and cut out two. Measure 3" 
down from the back and cut a small 
slash 1" into the fabric at mark on each 
side. Turn in 1" from slash on one side, 
across the back, and around to second 
slash. Sew down. Right sides together, 
sew from slash around to slash with a 
'Ii' seam allowance. Turn right side out 
and sew on two 2" pieces of elastic 
onto top of cover at back about 6" 
apart. Attach snaps to ends of elastic 
and to cover at corresponding spots. 
Slip on to lid, enjoy! 
/,--\ T ). 
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Our offspring are not issued with a 
handy user guide (which might be a 
good thing for the perpetuation of the 
species). but my own experts and their 
cohorts have been kind enough to 
come up with a brief meander into the 
kiddie mentality and the first ever glos-
sary of tot-think. 
Apple: Fruit ideally suited for getting 
out a loose tooth. 
Babysitter (good): A person with in-
finite patience for building with Legos 
or reading the Berenstein Bears who 
is also willing to let the children watch 
Johnny Carson. 
Babysitter (marginal): Someone paid 
to watch his/her favorite television 
program and who won't even share the 
popcorn. 
Bank: A fancy word for the money 
store, a place where mom can get 
money for everything except the fun 
stuff like baseball gloves, bicycles and 
trips to Disneyland. 
Bath: A soapy, yukky body of water, 
downright insulting to the memory of 
swimming pools and mud puddles. 
Bedroom (Adults'): Room of abso-
lutely no interest unless the door is 
locked. 
Bedroom (Children's): Economy 
sized trash receptacle that mom will 
eventually empty herself, if the child 
holds out long enough and can stand 
the screaming in the interim. 
Boots: Archaic inventions used to 
keep feet dry before the discovery that 
feet are water proof and wash 'n wear. 
Candles: Evidence that a birthday 
cake might be nearby. 
Computer Center: Socially accept-
able daddy/mommy refuge when the 
family starts to bug him/her. 
Cupcake: Something to make it easy 
to lick frosting . 
Coffee: Indication that mom might 
want to sit down. Immediate and dras-
tic interruption required. 
Diet: Time for mom to hide the sweets 
Stormy Weather 
by Ann Malokas 
and the junk food . Patience required . 
These phases never last long and are 
always followed by wild binges of 
chocolate and potato chips. 
Flowers: The way to a mother's heart 
whether the blooms come from the 
florist or from the dandelion forest in 
the back yard. A handy thing to keep 
in mind if her lipstick mysteriously gets 
broken in half, or her favorite brush 
gets full of dog hair. 
Haircut: Torture ritual , includes itchy 
necks, cruel periods of sitting still , at-
tack by a brute with sharp instruments 
and the definite possibility of coming 
out minus an ear. 
Hot Dog: Food that only tastes good 
if it costs $2.50 at an amusement park. 
Jam: Glorious globs of goo made for 
the express purpose of decorating a 
clean surface. 
Ketchup: Substance for disguising 
healthy food , especially if half the bottle 
can be coaxed onto the required three 
bites of spinach. 
Knee: Handy place to put a patch, 
either gauze and tape or iron-on. 
Movie Theater: Paradise. A place to 
throw popcorn, find neato pre-chewed 
gum under the seats, sit backwards for 
a good view of the projection room and 
make 44 trips to the bathroom located 
three-quarters of a mile away. 
Mud: The basic raw material for bak-
ing, slinging, splashing, molding, mod-
eling, slathering, staining and imbed-
ding in fingernails. Also a source of 
major parental envy since it is common 
knowledge they want to play in it too. 
Napkins: Something to wad up and 
toss during that long wait between 
finishing dinner and getting dessert. 
Peanut Butter: Nature's most perfect 
food . 
Screw Driver: Something a toddler 
learns to use long before anyone ex-
pects him/her to. 
Shampoo: Chemical best suited for 
adding bubbles to the water in a toilet. 
Snaps, Zippers, Buttons: Out of date 
closing devices being replaced by slip-
ons, slip-overs, slip-intos (but not 
nearly quickly enough). 
Socks: Articles of clothing that enter 
a washer two by two and come out of 
the dryer as so many distinct individu-
als. 
Sweater: Something to wear when a 
mom is cold , then to drop on the way 
home. 
Teacher: An expert whose opinion al-
ways supercedes a mother's. 
Telephone: Instrument to distract a 
mother long enough to allow drawing 
on the new wallpaper, squeezing out 
a whole tube of toothpaste, disappear-
ing two blocks from the yard, eating all 
six doughnuts, getting into the jar of 
honey ... 
Television: The most wonderful suc-
cession of loud, colorful toy commer-
cials. 
Toilet Paper: Prime material for inde-
pendent scientific research . Extensive 
studies have already been done to de-
termine how far a roll will stretch down 
the street and how much can be 
flushed down the commode before it 
overflows, but opportunities for original 
research still exist. 
Towels: Pieces of cloth for wiping oil-
and mud-stained fingers before the 
towels are then dropped randomly on 
the bathroom floor. 
Trash Can: A practical lesson in spa-
tial relationships. For example, can the 
contents of a small receptacle be 
strewn through two rooms or three? 
Water: A substance wonderful for 
splashing and filling up balloons but 
totally yukky to use for washing or 
drinking. 
Vegetables: Food scientifically proven 
to spoil an appetite for snacks and 
desserts. 
Vitamins: Something mothers are 
going to need if they continue to be 
hung up on vegetables, matching 
socks, clean bedrooms, jam-stained 
counters, clean hair ..... 
13 
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Bed & Breakfast 
by Christie Bryant 
"Here Jim, your wife said to give you 
this." Shaun handed Jim an envelope 
as they got into the car. 
"What is it?" 
"I don't know, Jim, she just said to 
give it to you and to please drop you 
off at Big Boy's in Pacific Grove." 
"Wait a minute!" Jim shouted. "What 
do you mean, drop me off at Big Boy's. 
I live in Marina. How am I going to get 
home?" 
"Jim," said Shaun, "why don't you 
open the letter and see if there is an 
explanation." 
Jim grudgingly opened the letter. In-
side on a single sheet of pink paper 
were the words, "Ask the hostess for 
a Cindy Burger." Jim crumpled the 
paper into a ball and stared out the 
window. Great, Cindy was playing 
games. He had a mid-term in two days 
and she was playing games. 
"Here we are." Shaun waited for Jim 
to get out. "Do you want me to wait?" 
Shaun asked. 
"No, Cindy must be around here 
somewhere," Jim yelled over his shoul-
der. He walked into the Big Boy's. The 
hostess walked towards him. Damn, 
did he feel foolish . "Um, do you have 
a Cindy Burger?" 
The hostess' face lit up. "Sure, you 
must be Jim. Here, this is for you." She 
handed him a tape recorder. 
"Hi, Jim," Cindy's voice purred on 
the tape. "Walk out of Big Boy's and 
turn right .. .". He slowly started walk-
ing, carefully following the directions. 
He wasn't really paying attention to his 
surroundings. Suddenly, Jim realized 
that he was in someone's living room. 
But who kept a Carousel horse in the 
living room? 
"Jim Turner?" a voice asked. A short, 
dark-haired lady looked at him ques-
tioningly. 
"Yes," Jim said. 
"Go upstairs, third door on your left." 
He climbed the stairs, wondering 
where he was. He walked in the door 
and found himself in a bedroom. Sud-
denly, a foot appeared out of the ceil-
ing. Then a leg, as his wife Cindy slowly 
descended a wooden ladder clad in a 
pink, very filmy, very small something. 
She began to softly sing, "Happy Birth-
day to You." 
This fantasy has been brought to you 
by the "Green Gables Inn" located in 
Pacific Grove. The Green Gables is a 
beautiful, 98-year-old house situated 
on the shore of Monterey Bay. Roger 
and Sally Post have lavished a lot of 
loving attention to the small details that 
RELOCATING 
Call Toll Free 
1-~OO-334-0854 
X 831 
Multi-million Dollar Producers 
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Charlotte , Ron and Mary Kay - A retired military ramil y providing personal and 
profess ional guidance in relocating to the Wash . D .C. - Mary land - V irginia areas . 
Call or write for your FREE relocation package. 
Long & Foster Realtors - P.O . Box 549 - Bowie. MD 207 15 
(800) 334-0854 Ext. 831 or (30 I) 721-2626 Collect 
[B Nationwide Relocation Service 
., . 
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make their establishment memorable. 
The first thing one notices when enter-
ing is the great number of bears. 
Stuffed bears, that is. They seem to sit 
everywhere. They're riding the wooden 
carousel horse and perched on top of 
a lamp in the hall . 
A stay at Green Gables begins with 
settling into your room. The Lacey 
Suite on the first floor has a queen-size 
bed, private bath with antique bathtub 
and a cozy, separate sitting room with 
a fireplace that begs to be lit. Upstairs 
is a variety of rooms. Four of the rooms 
share two baths. One has a private 
bath. One of the shared bathrooms has 
an unusual footed washstand. The 
other boasts a deep, old-fashioned 
footed bathtub. The rooms are deco-
rated in cheerful , flowered wallpaper 
with lovely dried flower wreaths over 
each bed. Let us not forget the bears. 
Cunningly placed in strategic spots in 
each room, all searching for a good 
hug. Each room also has a little offering 
of chocolate, toothbrush , Evelyn and 
Crabtree soaps and hand lotion. The 
small essentials in life. 
I would pick the Balcony Room for 
an overnight stay. I don't mind sharing 
a bath and I love the idea of sitting, 
wine glass in hand, watching the ever-
changing scene of ocean and people 
as one pounds the shore and the other 
walks it. When I tired of watching, I 
could go downstairs for the afternoon 
tea. As sample offering might include 
sherry, port, wine, coffee , tea, salmon 
dip and crackers, a fruit tray and a 
strawberry, white-chocolate cake. 
Breakfast is equally sumptuous. A buf-
fet of coffee, tea, cream, granola, juice, 
crepes, quiche or fritatta, fruit muffin, 
fruit platter and biscuits is spread out 
in the morning between 8:30 and 10 
am . All of this is homemade and hot 
out of the oven. 
There are ten rooms available. Four 
share baths, the rest have private 
baths. The four Carriage House rooms 
are very spacious and include tile fire-
places and color televisions. The rates 
run from $85 to $140. Spanish is spo-
ken. Children over twelve are welcome 
and smoking is allowed in the Carriage 
House rooms. No pets are allowed. 
The Post's are currently installing a 
Jacuzzi , which should be available 
sometime in July. To make reserva-
tions, call 375-2095. You don 't have to 
wait for Cindy to tape directions. Just 
take Del Monte Ave., bear right onto 
lighthouse Ave. then a right on Fifth 
Street in Pacific Grove. Oh, and please 
give the clown bear a hug for me. 
HILTON INN, MONTEREY 
APRIL 18, 19, 20 
373-6141 
Linda Fox-Jarvis 
USA Relocation Specialist 
Million Dollar Sales Associate 
For Personal Appointment and 
Free Relocation Package 
4480 Holland Office Park 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23452 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-368-3622 
IN VIRGINIA CALL (804) 499-5911 
Serving the Naval Postgraduate School Since 1977 
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Pieces A Specialty 
Call 394-5639 
2024 Fremont Blvd ., Seaside 
Why The Fear of Buying a Home 
DEAR INSIDE: I will shortly be trans-
ferring to a new duty station and would 
like to buy a house this time. I am con-
cerned about losing money in three 
years when it come time to sell. What 
can I do to protect against a loss? L T 
USN 
DEAR L T : Yours is the dilemma 
faced by thousands of military person-
nel when purchasing their first home. 
Unfortunately, for many, this fear over-
rides the known advantages of home 
ownership to such a great extent that 
they default on the home buying deci-
sion. 
I have always been amazed at this 
overriding aspect of the fear exhibited 
when many people consider buying a 
STUDENTS! W1fY WAIT IN liNE? 
COllY is only 
Ex/i.ress rninures QU/Qy! 
Our Services 10 You Include: • Transparencies 
• Graphs/Chart Enhancement 
• ManualsIReportsl'fhesis Typing 
• Binding 
• Word Processing wfLetter-Qualily Printer 
---------. 899-1220 
Exlellded Hours: 922 Hilhy St., Seaside, CA 
Monday-Friday 8:30 to 6 
Saturdays I) to Noon 
(RighI behind Welldy's) 
When You Need it Yesterday!! 
home - especially their first home. 
Don't get me wrong. I understand the 
fear because it is a quite natural reac-
tion to such a large undertaking as the 
purchase of a home. 
What I don't understand is indecision 
by members of a profession that re-
quires decision making every day -
some of them involving life or death. 
Military personnel are not alone in 
exhibiting this problem. Many doctors, 
lawyers and business executives also 
dally when making the final decision 
concerning their home purchase. 
Service personnel are , however, 
unique in one important respect which 
adds a weighty pressure in the attempt 
to decide whether and where to pur-
chase. This is, of course , the probabil-
ity of a move in three years or so with-
out financial assistance in the buying 
and selling of their residence. (Most 
corporations assume the financial risks 
involved in this phase of a transfer.) 
The most commonly expressed fac-
tor in this reluctance to buy is, "I'm 
afraid I'll lose money when I get trans-
ferred and need to sell." This is always 
a possibility and most of us have heard 
some horror stories. But far and away, 
the majority of people make money 
buying, a few only break even and 
some (only a fraction of a percentage) 
do lose money. 
Why The Fear Of Buying A Home 
Consider, however, that the very fact 
a profit is expected must carry with it 
an element of risk. Weigh that against 
other investments which guarantee a 
loss or at least the good chance of a 
loss: 
1) RENTING - A Guaranteed Loss: 
At the end of the lease, your rent re-
ceipts will have no cash value what-
soever. 
2) BASE HOUSING - A Guaranteed 
Loss: When you move on, the amount 
of BAa and VHA withheld from your 
pay will have no cash value. 
.••• FEATURES •••• FEATURES ••.• 
3) AUTOMOBILE PURCHASE - A 
Guaranteed Loss: A $12,000 au· 
tomobile will most certainly lose $4,000 
to $6,000 in value over three years. 
4) SAVINGS ACCOUNT - Probable 
Loss: A moderate savings account bal· 
ance for unforeseen required expendi· 
tures is highly desirable. However, 
when inflation runs at a greater rate 
than interest earned (which in recent 
history has been most of the time) , the 
buying power of your money de· 
creases each year. 
How many people do we all know 
that rent or live in base housing 
(guaranteed loss), purchase an au· 
tomobile (guaranteed loss) and then 
try to build up extra savings (probable 
loss) rather than take the small risk 
involved in home purchase. Does this 
make sense? 
The key for service pesonnel is to 
purchase a properly selected home im-
mediately upon arriving at the new duty 
station. This allows ownership for the 
maximum length of time which thus al· 
lows the greatest amount of apprecia-
tion and the least amount of risk. 
VA Out Of Money Again 
Those of you who attended my 
financing seminar in May will re-
member me mentioning that I told the 
VA in February that $1 B billion was not 
sufficient to underwrite loans through 
FY 19B6, and, further, that they would 
exhaust their authority by June or July. 
I was almost wrong - the committment 
was exhausted the first week in June. 
Congress has again increased VA's 
underwriting authority to $38.3 billion 
which will be sufficient to complete the 
year. By the time you read this, the 
President will have signed this legisla-
tion so that VA loans are now safe 
through the rest of this Gramm-Rud-
man year. 
Next Month : Select The Right Home 
- Minimize The Risk 
Note: If you have questions about 
your personal real estate problems, 
write to Real Estate Insider % Class-
mate. We will answer as many ques-
tions as possible in this column. 
.M.ontere7 Savings 
CONVENIENCE! 
JUST ACROSS THE STREET, 
FULL FINANCIAL SERVICE! 
Visit our 900 Sloat Ave. branch for ... 
• Interest-earning checking accounts 
• No service charge w ith direct deposit 
• Money Market Checking and Saving 
• Tax Sheltering - IRA 
• 24-Hour Automated Teller 
• Fast Drive-Thru Window 
• Notary Service Rita Moffitt 
• Safe Deposit Boxes and more 




Oak Grove Office 
Open M-Th. 9:30-5, F: 9 :30-& 
Phone 373·26 12 
Monterey Savings, A Division of Coast Savings & l oan Association 
. '. .".,' .-
GOING TO YOUR DENTIST 
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE 
A BAD EXPERIENCE 
Manager 
NOW THERE IS A NEW, COMFORTABLE AND SAFE 
ALTERNATIVE TO CONVENTIONAL DECAY RE-
MOVAL ... CARIDEX ... OFTEN DR. KROLL USES 
A NEW TECHNIQUE THAT MINIMIZES THE NEED 
FOR DRILLING AND THE NEEDLE. AND THIS IS 
GREAT FOR KIDS. IN FAa, 
f-i-CHILDREN ARE SOME OF 
OUR FAVORITE PATIENTS. CALL 
DR. KROLL FOR FREE INFOR-
MAToN : 394-1408. 
NPS Get Aquainted Special: 
FREMONT 
Cleaning, Exam, X-Rays $30 
24·Hour EmergllftCy ~D:-:R:-.-;R;O:=:N:-:A:-:l~D-A-. -K..JRL!Ool'. \. 
Se",I<e Available ~ 
Evenlnll & Saturday Graduat. of 
Rppolntments G.or9~own Un-Iv.rsity 
775 Kimball Av •• 
S. asld. 394-1408 
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GQO\\ WITh JS ~O SIZE 14 
"The Greatest Children's Sto re 
In Town" 
TOYS . CLOTHING . 
STROLLERS . HIGHCHAIRS 
CARSEATS . PlAY YARDS 
CRIBS . CHESTS . MATTRESSES 
910 So. Ma in St. 780Abrego 
Salinas Monterey 
I!J • 
350 Del Monte Shopping Center 
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CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
We Carry Widths to Fit 
The Very Narrow and Very Wide 




With This Ad 
Be Sure To Bring This Ad 
10% Off To Classmate Reader. 
STRIDE RITE LAZY BONES 
I 
, 
•.. FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... 
Friday 
Night, Yea!! 
You 've tried the rest 
now try the Best 
MAMA MIA 
THAT'S A Sandwich 
MAMA MIA'S DELI 
SANDWICH SHOP 
1193 10th St. , Monlerey (, block from Naval Postgraduate School ) 
375-9161 
Mon_ - Sat. 7-3 Fresh Doughnuts Daily 
without the mess! 
You know the feeling. Even though 
it is Friday morning, it is still diHicult to 
muster the energy to get out of bed. 
Just a few more minutes, PLEASE. 
Then I remember, it's FRIDAY. That's 
the night we go out and enjoy a few 
hours of just us and unwind from the 
week. We have several places we go, 
but there is one particular restaurant 
that always comes up as an option 
when we are looking for the place for 
the evening. At least every other week, 
we go to the Velvet Creamery for din-
ner on beautiful Friday. 
coli , Cream of Asparagus, Tomato with 
Rice, Chicken with Rice, Beef Barley, 
Vegetable Beef, and many others too 
numerous to mention. You can order 
half a sandwich which comes with dill 
pickle and a cup of soup, or a whole 
sandwich which comes with dill pickle 
and potato chips. Each comes with a 
sampler of ice cream! 
The manager, Pat Ottone, says he 
will be mailing out 40,000 postcards, 
detailing some of their products, to the 
Monterey area in the near future. Be 
sure to look for this postcard, because 
it will have a value of one quart of ice 
cream. 
Allan will sometimes order a 
sandwich and soup or one of their 
scrumptious sundaes. I usually have 
one of their dinners, which come with 
a dish of ice cream (your choice oftheir 
44 flavors). Every Friday, they have 
Clam Chowder (white) and one other 
variety of homemade soup. They al-
ways make two flavors of soup each 
day. We have had their Cream of Broc-
Their dinner menu includes Breaded 
Cod Filet and Chicken Cordon Bleu 
(two of my favorites) . Each comes with 
fresh fruit , and don't forget, a free dish 
of ice cream. 
Velvet Creamery's hours are: Mon-
day-Thrusday & Saturday 11 am-10 
pm ; Friday 11 am-11 pm; Sunday 11 
am-8 pm. 
Velvet Creamery is located in Del 
Monte Shopping Center, across from 
Big 5 Sporting Goods store. This is a 
great place to end your shopping day, 
or start an enjoyable evening. 
Everything on their menu (with the 
exception of the Quiche) is home-
made. It is just like going home and 
fixing a good home-cooked meal , but 
- Chris Cheeks 
... -------------------------.., - -- ---------- - --- - -., 
Pat puts East & West together . .. 
PAT ARNETT 
IF YOU'RE MOVING TO NORFOLK. 
VIRGINIA BEACH_ PORTSMOUTH. 
HAMPTON. NEWPORT NEWS, VA. 
WE'LL SHORTEN THE DISTANCE 
BETWEEN EAST & WEST. 
• Pat gives personalized attention to details. 
• Pat shops for the best mortgage and interest 
rates for you. 
• Pat removes the trouble and stress from your 
move by planning for your arrival. 
• Pat keeps in communication with you to keep, 
you informed of progress. -
If it's personal attention you want, Pat is well 
qualified to handle your needs. Call her for 
your complete relocation package and com-
pare the service you receive. 
TOLL FREE NUMBER 








Yes, please send me more inrormatioD 
on homes in the NorfolklViriginia 
Beach area. 
Name ______________________ __ 
Address ____________________ _ 
City ______________________ _ 
State _____ Zip __________ _ 
Relocation Date ______________ _ 
Rose & Krueth 
g"T~~'~::,~~~: 
400 OAKMEARS CRESCENT 
VIRGINIA BEACH. VA. 23462 (804)499·9191 L.. _________________________ ..&. ___________________ .. 
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Support Our 
Advertisers 
Tell them you saw their ad 
in THE CLASSMATE 
Robata's 
Picking a favorite restaurant on the 
Monterey Peninsula is not an easy 
task, but one we have visited several 
times is Robata's in the Barnyard. Lo-
cated under the windmill of this famous 
shopping center, Robata's is a 
Japanese restaurant with something 
for every taste. 
The menu features such things as 
sushi - appetizers of raw tuna and 
other delicacies that may not be for the 
unadventurous eater. My favorite dish 
is the mouth-watering Shrimp Tem-
pura, giant shrimp fried in a delicate, 
crunchy batter, served with a lemon-
soy sauce. The ribs are tender and 
tasty, as are all the meat dishes. 
,L~ Dr. Charles R. Linkenbach, D.D.S. 
General Dentistry 
The service is quick and congenial , 
the atmosphere cozy and casual. 
Prices are in the moderate range. 
-"~~, '" 
Capt. Linkenbach was formerly the 
There is a full service bar. The 
Japanese beer they serve is excellent, 
and comes in a huge bottle, which we 
split. Director of the Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department No reservations are taken, just bring 
a big appetite and enjoy! 1010 Cass St. 
Suite C-1 
@7 FIRST SOUTHERN ~ BAPTIST CHURCH • of the 
Monterey Peninsula 
Sunday: Bible study 9:30 a.m. 
Worship 8:15 a.m. 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. 
Wednesday Proyer Meeting and 
Children's Activi1ies 7 p.m. 
- Nursery Core at all Services -
Come join the many 
NPS families who are 
part of our fellowship. 
1030 Hilby 
Sea side, CA 
394-4447 
Pastor Don Coker 
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372·8011 - Tracey Wood 
ONE GOOD EASON TO 
BUY YOUR COMPUTER 
FROM COMPUTER WORKS 
In the last 2 years Computer Works has grown faster 
than any other computer store in Monterey County. 
Wonder Why? Maybe it's our low prices, excellent ser· 
vice, quality products and sales people who know what 
they sell. 
Here are a few of our everyday low prices 
XT COMPATIBLE 5995 WORDPERFECT 5249 
2 Floppies mono monitor 256K Keybd. . ... V4.1 Besl W/P Going . 
1200 BAUD MODEM FLIGHT SIMULATOR 535 
30011200 baud Hayes S169 Microsoft Great Flight program .. , ..... Comp.llbl. . . ... 
20MB HARD DISK 5499 PANASONIC 1091 
20MB Seagale WlWestem Digital controller l20CPS Beauillul Near Letter 
MICROSOFT MOUSE Quality Printer 
WIPa int program. S129 PAPER" DISKS 




I DISCOUNT COMPUTERS 1501 Fremont Blvd. SALES· SERVICE • CONSULTING Seaside 
899 3177 MON.·FRt. 9:30·5:30 - SAT. 11:00·4:00 
FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS 
Experience Elegant Dining 
Fresh Cream, in Monterey's Heri-
tage Harbor, is an experience in ele-
gant dining. When you walk in the door 
it becomes all too apparent that your 
evening will be out of the ordinary. One 
look at the menu (it's in French) and 
you know it will be wonderful. Fresh 
Cream's menu contains a variety of 
foods - seafood, lamb, beef, rich des-
serts and more, all exquisitely served. 
The best part about the food is the 
presentation. Your meal is not only the 
best you have ever tasted, but is beau-
tiful to look at! The Rack of Lamb was 
arranged in a circle, bone tips up with 
Old Europe 
If you've been to Germany and have 
ever after been on the look-out for "the 
real thing", try Old Europe on Light-
house Avenue in Pacific Grove. 
The atmosphere and Gemuetlichkeit 
are authentic, and one bit of the 
Wienerschnitzel or the Cordon Bleu 
will take you back, in spirit at least, to 
your favorite Gasthaus. 
The soups (a different one each day) 
are the same concoctions we savored 
to survive the chilly Alpine winters. 
Remember Spaetzle (noodles), Ger-
man salads and sweet butter? They 
have those wonderful things too. 
The menu usually also has a game 
specialty in addition to its choices of 
chicken, veal and seafood. 
Dinners include a melon with pro-
sciutto appetizer, soup, salad and veg-
etables. 
We recommend washing all of this 
down with some of their good selection 
of wine and beer. 
If you can spare the calories, do try 
the meringue with ice cream on the 
dessert menu. 
This is a tiny but popular place. Res-
ervations well ahead of time are a 
must. 
- Ann Ma/okas 
parsley and vegetables placed just 
righl around the plate. Dessert was 
spectacular - a meringue swan in a 
cream sauce decorated with raspberry 
puree hearts accompanied by fresh 
blueberries. The prices at Fresh 
Cream are a little above average but 
appropriate considering the entire ex-
perience. 
The service at a restaurant can 
either make your meal enjoyable or 
ruin the entire evening. At Fresh 
Cream, your last worry is whether your 
meal will be ruined by terrible service. 
The various parts of your meal arrive 
on time, but not too quickly. Forks, 
knives, spoons and other necessary 
utensils are always at hand and your 
water glass is never empty. 
Pamper yourself. Enjoy an evening 
out at Fresh Cream. Elegant dining at 
its best. 
"Best Chint'sp Restaurant 




10% OFF DINNERS 
SZECHWAN ·MANDARIN 
RESTAURANT 
~79 A lwa 'i1do 5 1 • Old M onlll'lf!Y • 31S 3000 
lunch Mon Fri 1100 230 
Din..,., E,ery 0_ ., . '30 10:00 
' .1' ... 1'10(" _' h om th. M O"' ~ ' PY Co" 'pr. ,,c::,. (,,"te. 
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Sunday 
Service: 6 PM 
at Faith Lutheran Ch. 
1460 Hilby, Seaside 
Home Bible Studies In La Mesa 
CARPET REMNANTS 
Good Selection 
Fast Friendly Service 
Family Owned and Operated 
FREE W' FOAM PAD and FREE DELIVERY 
To Military with Remnants 
Carpets and Linoleum Loose-Layed at Reduced Rates · 
Full Service Floor and Window Coverings· 
Remnants and Rolls · Ready-made Draperies 
1275 10th St. 
Monterey, CA 93940 
Tel. (408) 373-7759 







BICYCLES BICYCLES FOR 
EXPERIENCED ALL AGE GROUPS 
REPAIR SHOP~ 
~Austor-oaimler Hours: Daily 9-6 p .m. Sat. & Sun. 9-5 p.m. Mongoose Ross KHS Al€E:\tJH£ElJ1G CYClE:S Puch 
SAFETY & SERVICE FIRST 
188 WEBSTER ST., MONTEREY 373-3855 
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Zoraida's 
(Zor-idas) 
Ben and Rosa Hermosillo, owners 
of Zoraida's, offer some of the finest 
Mexican food to be found in the west-
ern U.S. Introduced to Mexican food 
at an early age, I can boast very acute 
taste buds which have become refined 
through sampling Mexican food 
throughout the southwest and Califor-
nia. 
Zoraida's is a mom-and-pop estab-
lishment, and daughter Zoraida takes 
orders and runs the cash register. The 
menu, posted up on the wall, offers a 
wide variety of Mexican delicacies. The 
combination plates which offer tacos, 
enchiladas, tostados and burritos, to 
name a few, are served with rice and 
the most mouth-watering beans which 
are prepared daily. The Hermosillos do 
not use chemicals, animal fats or arti-
ficial flavors in their food, and very little 
salt is used. Everything is natural. 
Some of the specialties of the house 
are Mexican Pizza, Enchiladas Verdes 
and Entomatadas. Prices are extreme-
ly reasonable. Combination plates and 
specialties run between $5 and $6. A 
la carte, for the kids and picky grow-
nups who order one taco or burrito, 
runs close to $2 per item. There is 
something for everyone. There are 
burritos for those with timid taste buds 
and Mexican pizza for those who like 
it hot and spicey. 
Zoraida's is small with four booths 
and a counter. There is always a crowd 
which is indicative of the great food . 
Family photos and magazine covers 
blanket the walls , along with auto-
graphed pictures of some of their better 
known customers like Clint Eastwood. 
Treat yourself and your family to 
Zoraida's, located at 870 Broadway, 
Seaside. They are open Mon. - Fri. for 
lunch 11 :30 am to 1 :30 pm and for din-
ner 5 to 9 pm. Closed Sat. and Sun. 
Take out available. You won't be sorry! 
- Sunny Evans 
· ... FOCUS .•.. FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... 
Chez Felix 
When we decide on French food, our 
first choice in this area is Chez Felix 
on Monte Verde and Seventh in Car-
mel. 
It gets four stars with us for taste, 
atmosphere and service. 
The setting, a tiny, quiet room in 
country decor, will win you over at once 
- even before you meet the people who 
treat you as honored guests coming 
into their home. This is only the begin-
ing of wonderful things to come. 
The food is very simple, as French 
food often is, but what they do with 
sauces and seasonings here is a real 
art. At various times, we have tried 
pork, chicken, fish, steak and veal dish-
es, always wined, herbed and creamed 
to perfection and cooked almost to 
fork-tender stage. For newcomers to 
this restaurant or this cuisine, we rec-
ommend choosing your favorite meat 
or seafood and letting the chef take it 
from there. 
The meals are then presented - not 
just served - with great flare and cere-
mony with sauces bubbling and flam-
ing and vegetables and potatoes ar-
ranged as in a painting. 
For appetizers, we recommend 
either of the two kinds of escargot on 
the menu (try it; you'll like it!). One is 
a traditional garlic and butter sauce, 
the other a spicier version. We have 
also enjoyed at different times the crab 
bisque (rich) and the onion soups. 
Don't be afraid to ask questions and 
be adventuresome. They have always 
been patient with us. 
If you have room for dessert, we rec-
ommend the sundae with chestnut 
puree. 
Prices here are not exactly in the 
fast food range, but are quite reasona-
ble for this area. 
See you there! 
- Ann Ma/okas 
A Healthy, Happy Smile! 
•••••••• 
NPGS STUDENTS & STAFF 
10% DISCOUNT 
MOVIE EXPRESS CARD 
WHERE ALVARDO, MUNRAS, 
PEARL & POLK STREETS MEET 
•••••••• 
At Monarch Dental Group, we know 
you are interested in dental health for your 
family. We have created a convenient 
Oral Hygiene Program designed with your 
family and your budget in mind. 
We clean your child's teeth, provide a 
dental evaluation and instruct your child 
in proper home care techniques for just 
$20.00 ($30.00 fo r adults). 
MONARCH DENTAL GROUP 
Providing a full range of dental services for 
adults and children 
*
. : 675 Pine Ave. 
',' .,' Pacific Grove 
Telephone 649-1057 *
., 
- -, , 
Arlen D. Lackey, DDS I James A .. Poole, DDS 
Both Dr. Lackey and Dr. Poole were formerly with the 
Nava l Postgraduate School Dental Clinic 
24 HR. EMERGENCY SERVICES AVAILABLE 
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French and Thai Eating 
If you've been stalking the perfect 
croissant as we have of late, there is 
good news. We've found the best in 
town at a restaurant that also serves 
the other components of a delightful 
French meal as well. Le Coq d'Or on 
Mission and 5th in Carmel is a local 
favorite ... and with good reason. They 
have an impressive menu, but few 
people look beyond the particular 
special they are noted for serving on 
a particular day of the week. People in 
these parts who know what they are 
doing restaurant-wise, pick the day 
they like the special and line up. Reser-
vations are advised even in the middle 
of the week. The special we happened 
to stumble on was a roast chicken sim-
mered in a million delicate spices and 
sauced with wine and cream. Included 
in this very reasonably priced meal was 
soup and salad as well as potatoes 
and fresh vegetables. But back to the 
croissants. They are made right there 
on the premises as are the other won-
derful breads in the basket and are so 
yummy I could have made a meal of 
the breads alone. 
To show off the more exotic eateries 
in Monterey (if your guests like 
DEL MONTE 
EXPRESS 
Home ofthe Five Napkin Burger 
and Parlor Car Cocktails 
Your Host Engineers 
Larry. Cindy 
2114 Del Monte Ave. 
Monterey, CA 93940 
(408) 372-9510 
SPICEY things) , head to the Siamese 
Bay Thai Restaurant on Webster 
Street in Monterey, a long-time favorite 
of ours. Everything on the menu is 
available any time, but for incredible 
values and quick service without giving 
up any of the wonderful flavors, try the 
lunch specials ($4 or $5 for a plateful 
that will have you waddling away) or 
the early bird dinners served from 5 to 
7 p.m. weeknights. For a real treat, bring 
a crowd and line up the dishes in the 
middle of the table to share. We've 
never had a bad meal here, but these 
are our favorites. Appetizers: deep 
fried squid, spring rolls . Soup: spicey 
chicken. Entrees: green curry, sweet 
and sour pork (very different). spicey 
fish , chicken curry, beef and broccoli , 
spicey fried rice. Save room for their 
incredible homemade coconut ice 
cream, the perfect complement to the 
hot foods. One word of caution : some 
of the dishes labeled "medium" are the 
hottest we've ever tasted. When they 
say hot, they MEAN it. Better to ask 
for mild, when you 're given the choice. 
They'll be glad to bring extra hot pep-
per to your table. 
- Ann Ma/okas 
RELOCATING TO SAN DIEGO? 
24 
You are INVITED to an OPEN HOUSE 
THURSDAY, JULY 10th 6:00 - 9:30 P.M. 
VICTORIAN INN, 487 FOAM ST., MONTEREY 373-8000 
WE CAN ANSWER ALL YOUR QUESTIONS! COME ON IN TO PICK UP 
YOUR FREE INFORMATION PACKETS AND DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING WITH US: 
• Housing • Financing • Schools 
• Real Estate Market • Qualifying • Communities 
• Maps • Referrals • Entertainment 
IF YOU MISS US, PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR INFORMATION! 
Given By: ERA EAGLE ESTATES REAL TV 
DEBBY CHESLA JANIS WATSON 
Capt Don McGuiness USN (RET), Broker, Owner 
THE # 1 ERA OFFICE IN SAN DIEGO COUNTY! 
9906 Carmel Mtn. Rd., San Diego 92129 (619) 484-2930 or 578-3450 
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Eating In "Japan" 
After living in Virginia for two years, 
my family was definitely hungry for 
Japanese food . Living in Japan for al-
most three years had spoiled us. We 
looked in the phone book and found 
eleven listings. My husband, of course, 
picked out the one with the most in-
teresting name: Ichi-Riki. When we 
drove up and I saw the place, I really 
had my doubts. How can you trust a 
Japanese restaurant with a Coors sign 
in the window. They even sell lottery 
tickets! He convinced me to go in any-
way. It was just like being in Japan 
again. Small booths and diner-style ta-
bles. (We have since found out that 
they do have tatami rooms in the back.) 
The atmosphere is non-existent. The 
menu, on the other hand, was just what 
we wanted. Along with the "usual" 
Japanese items (Sukiyaki , Tempura, 
Sashimi and Teriyaki) were a variety 
of other dishes we enjoyed in Japan. 
Here are some dishes you might like 
to try: 
Donburi is a large bowl of rice with 
a topping. Our family favorite is Oyako 
Donburi. It has chicken and egg with 
green onions and mushrooms cooked 
in a broth on top of the rice. The Ten-
don has tempura-fried shrimp and a 
few Tempura fried vegetables on top 
of rice. Katsu Don is a pork cutlet, fried 
crispy then cut into bite sized pieces 
and mixed with egg, onion and broth 
and served on rice. 
Udon is Japanese noodle soup. The 
noodles are fat, not thin, like Ramen 
noodles. Nabeyaki Udon is almost a 
stew with different vegetables and 
meats. In Japan, this dish varied in 
each restaurant. Tempura Udon has 
tempura-fried shrimp and vegetables 
on top of the noodles. 
If you have never tried sushi you 
might want to start with a roll of Kappa 
maki. This is rice rolled with cucumber 
inside and seaweed on the outside. 
California maki is good for the slightly 
braver. It is rolled inside out, and has 
crab and avocado inside. If you want 
to try the next step, try Tekka maki. 
Instead of cucumber inside you get 
fresh raw tuna. The flavor is very deli-
cate and subtle. After all this you are 
ready to go for it, try the Assorted Nigiri. 
This has little ovals of rice with different 
type of fish on top. You can also sit at 
the Sushi Bar and ask the chef what 
things are. We've found some of our 
favorites this way. The sushi will be 
served with green Japanese "mustard" 
called wasabi. A small amount is mixed 
with soy sauce in a small bowl. You 
will also get some shaved, pickled 
ginger. This is used to clear your palate 
between different types of sushi. Both 
of these are fairly spicy so try small 
amounts at first. 
Ichi-Riki also carries some Chinese 
dishes and has a small American 
menu. We have not tried either. You 
can also call ahead and carry-out. 
The prices at Ichi-Riki are very good. 
The most expensive Japanese dinner 
is $4.75. Sashimi and Sushi are always 
slightly more expensive. The assorted 
Nigiri and the combination sashimi are 
each $7. If you sit at the sushi bar you 
may spend more since you are paying 
for individual orders. They serve all the 
main Japanese beer brands and have 
hot saki on hand. 
Kikyo's Japanese Restaurant has 
about the same menu as Ichi-Riki. The 
atmosphere is a little better but it is a 
smaller restaurant. The only major 
menu difference is the Kikyo carries 
some combination dinners. You can 
order a complete dinner with tempura, 
sukiyaki and sashimi. The prices are 
comparable to Ichi-Riki. 
We really enjoy both Ichi-Riki and 
Kikyo. The food is simple and very well 
prepared. The prices are reasonable. 
They may not be "fancy" inside but 
we're paying for food not decor. 
On the other hand is Inaka. The 
prices were very high. They are located 
across the street from the Aquarium 
so I think they are charging "tourist" 
prices. My son and I had Shrimp Tem-
pura. It was not very good. The batter 
was very thick and, although I had 
three pieces of shrimp, the selection 
of vegetables was minimal. My hus-
band's Oyako Domburi was very good 
but the sushi we ordered was mediocre 
and fairly expensive. This is the first 
restaurant I have ever seen that 
charges extra for more ginger. The at-
mosphere is very nice at Inaka but it 
wasn't worth the prices we paid for 
lunch. 
If you really want to try "eating in 
Japan" we would definitely recom-
mend Ichi-Riki and Kikyo. 
- Maumi /. Cannell Harris 
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The Old House 
I'm always suspicious of reviewers 
who use superlatives to describe a res-
taurant, but nothing less will do for The 
Old House restaurant on Hartnell 
Street. My husband and I agree that it 
has become one of our all-time favorite 
places to dine, on the Peninsula or any-
where else, for that matter. It's that 
good! 
The restaurant is an historic 1840's 
adobe, and the furnishings are beauti-
ful French country, complete with burn-
ing fireplaces, lovely oil paintings, an 
abundance of fresh flower arrange-
ments, crystal and china table settings. 
Their menu has something to please 
everyone, with fresh seafood, veal, 
fresh duck and beef. I chose to start 
with an old favorite, French onion soup. 
My serving was delicious, loaded with 
onion and topped with a thick, melted 
layer of cheese. My entree was a deli-
cate pastry filled with shrimp, crab, and 
scallops, floating in a light but flavorful 
shrimp sauce. 
My husband chose veal which was 
dipped in egg and parmesan cheese, 
then lightly sauteed. This was the most 
tender veal we ever tasted. 
Dessert was a wonderful chocolate 
mousse for me, a chocoholic's delight, 
and my husband chose a slice of 
cheesecake, covered with fresh 
raspberries and sauce. 
The wine list is extensive and good, 
but pricey. The entrees run about $17-
$20, but, before you gasp, let me as-
sure you: they're worth EVERY penny. 
The service was superb, gracious and 
never rushed . You may linger over cof-
fee and dessert, and an after-dinner 
liqueur. 
The entire evening was a lovely din-
ing experience, and we plan to take 
my parents there when they visit in 
July. 
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Through the back entrance to 529 
Central Ave., in Pacific Grove, trickle 
small groups of well-informed diners. 
They return over and over again to the 
small restaurant call "The Frog's 
House" to dine and to be entertained. 
The chefs and the performers are one 
in the same at this professional cook-
ing school where diners watch chef 
Luis Luzzatti and his cast of students 
prepare meals individually through the 
glass wall separating the dining room 
from the large, spotless kitchen. 
The school opened its doors on the 
Monterey Peninsula in 1984 after a 
move from their six-year home in Sac-
ramento. What luck for the Peninsula! 
Twelve students at a time are enrolled 
in the eight-month course in French 
classic cuisine, and every Tuesday 
through Saturday evening they display 
their skills for the pleasures and pal-
ates of diners. Chef Luzzatti super-
vises every part of the preparation, 
stressing the mechanics. The founda-
tions of his European training translate 
into the requirements of good food 
preparation in his kitchen: taste, tex-
ture, and presentation. He is a master 
of all three. 
The menu changes frequently, but it 
always includes a choice of six entrees, 
two appetizers, soup or salad, and 
three desserts. Every course is to be 
savored and by the time the last bit of 
dessert melts away, a feeling of satis-
faction settles which could seemingly 
solve all the world's troubles. The en-
trees always represent a wide variety 
from fish to veal , chicken to game. The 
price of the four-course dinner de-
pends upon the choice of entree, rang-
ing from $17.50 to $22.50, and the 
selection of wines complements any 
entree choice. The homemade bread 
is not to be missed - but none of La 
Maison Grenouille is. Reservations are 
accepted at 646-1322. 
- Greta Scan lon 
FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... 
Cosimo's 
Factory 
For back-East style deli sandwiches, 
go to Cosimo's Factory in Seaside. The 
menu has a variety of hot and cold 
sandwiches, fish and pasta. Breakfast 
items include the expected bacon and 
eggs and the unexpected squid. 
Cosimo is particularly proud of his 
Philly steak subs and his spaghetti 
sauce. But it's the Factory Combo 
Sandwich that keeps us going back. 
This one is piled high with a selection 
Pablo's 
When I was asked to write about a 
restaurant of my choice, I thought how 
perfect, since food is my favorite 
pastime. We don't go out to eat very 
often, but Pablo's is by far the best in 
my book. 
Pablo's is a Mexican cuisine restau-
rant located in the Barnyard in Carmel. 
It has a ve'ry casual atmosphere suited 
perfectly for family or for just the two 
of you. The waitresses have always 
been very courteous and efficient. 
They serve a large variety of different 
dishes. The nachos are delicious with 
an abundance of jalapeno pepper. 
Among my favori tes for main dishes, 
are the the cheese enchiladas and the 
bean burritos . The portions are usually 
too much for me to finish and the prices 
are very reasonable. I don't believe 
there is a dish over $5.95. 
If you are out in Carmel , stop by and 
give it a chance, you will want to go 
back. 
- Debbie Kren 
ST. TIMOTHY LUTHERAN CHURCH 
Robert E. Grochau, Pastor 
375-2042 
.r 
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Worship 10:30 a.m. • 001 5 a.m. . Care Provided 
52 Soledad Dr . • Monterey . 1'h Blocks West of Munras 
of deli meats and cheese on a soft roll. 
The deli has a warm, homey feeling 
to it. After a few moments, you'll feel 
like you're back in the old neighbor-
hood. Open only for breakfast and 
lunch, it closes at 2 pm on weekdays 
and 1 pm on Saturdays. Walk in for 
take out orders or call ahead. Cosimo 
does deliver larger orders . . . even to 
La Mesa. 
Look sharp to find it tucked in with 
other shops at 1936 Fremont 
Boulevard, near Fort Ord. It's on the 
northbound side, near the northern end 
of the street. 
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The Classmate welcomes all arti-
cles. They should be neatly typed, 
double-spaced. Submit to Class-
mate, SMC #2330. Please include 
your name and telephone number. 
Anyone interested in joining the 
Classmate staff, should contact the 
Editor. 
FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS 
The Fishery 
It is interesting to note that one of 
Monterey's best seafood restaurants 
is not on the waterfront at all , but 
tucked away in the center of a small 
business complex on Soledad Road 
not far from Del Monte Shopping 
Center. The Fishery, located at #21 
Soledad Road to be exact, has been 
frequented by both locals and visitors 
for nearly eight years and is known not 
only for its excellent seafood, but for 
its fine service as well. The decor is 
done in royal blues and whites with 
natural woods and colorful floral ar-
rangements blending to create a relax-
ing, but somewhat "polished" atmos-
phere. The courteous and professional 
manner of the restaurant staff further 
enhance the dining experience. 
Casa de Amigos Animal Hotel 
The owners, Jerry Meyer and Glenn 
Blanchar, are both ex-military person-
nel with a special affinity for the Armed 
Forces. In fact, one corner wall of the 
restaurant is covered with military 
plaques. The rest of the dining area is 
filled with interesting art work and 
memorabilia the owners have col-
lected from their frequent travels to 
Asia and other exotic spots around the 
world. Their traveling has also ex-
panded their culinary skills. For the 
past five years, for instance, during 
their winter travels both Jerry and 
Glenn have attended cooking schools 
in Hong Kong and New Orleans. It is 
not surprising that The Fishery's menu 
features such tantalizing entrees as 
Thailand seafood and Louisiana 
Cajun-style catfish. The grilled 
swordfish is delicious, by the way; so 
is the fresh broiled salmon. Their sea-
food menu boasts a large selection of 
fresh fish, but for non-fish eaters 
(heaven forbid!) the Teriyaki steak or 
chicken is an established favorite. And 
if you like ribs, you haven't really tasted 
ribs until you 've tried Glenn's Chinese 
B-B-Q pork ribs with chutney that have 
been cooked slowly in a wood smoker 
./'h.. 
• "~ •. ' . . ... 
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- delicious. The Malaysian curried 
squid is another mouth-watering treat 
and The Fishery's Calamari is defi-
nitely the best in town - Calamari Can-
tonese, fettuccine, and Venice are only 
a few of their popular Calamari dishes. 
For luncheon I suggest you try their 
salad bar. It's the food critics' favorite 
and mine too. This is not an ordinary 
salad bar we're talking about, not with 
an array of salad fixings that dazzle 
the imagination. Just to tempt you, a 
few of the salad delights include a de-
licious smoked potato salad, mari-
nated squid, curried hominy, Greek 
and/or Armenian pickled vegetables, 
tender broccoli tips, and corn relish, 
plus a super selection of fresh fruits 
and veggies. 
I almost forgot to mention the special 
diet plates offered at The Fishery. 
There are several low cholesterol dish-
es on the menu which have been con-
veniently marked with a small heart 
next to each item which is in coopera-
tion with the Stanford Heart Research 
program. And speaking of diets, the 
sumptuous desserts listed on the 
menu are guaranteed to tempt even 
the most disciplined dieter. If you're 
afraid of falling victim to a chocolate 
attack - don't! The management will 
be happy to serve one delicious des-
sert with enough utensils for everyone 
to ·share. I highly recommend either 
one of their popular flambe desserts 
or a slice of chocolate mousse pie. For 
something less filling, the homemade 
bread pudding is a good choice. 
In all, the food and the service make 
The Fishery a superb dining experi-
ence. It's the kind of place you want to 
come back to, and a great place to 
entertain out-of-town guests. (They 
even have a party room available for 
special occasions.) The Fishery is 
open for lunch Tuesday-Friday, from 
11 :30 am to 2 pm; and for dinner from 
5 to 9 pm Tuesday-Saturday. They ac-
cept MasterCard and Visa. Phone 372-
6200 for reservations and be sure to 
tell them you heard about the Fishery 
in Classmate .. . Trust me, you'll love it! 
- Ginn y Smilh 
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Basta Pasta 
After a lengthy discussion of all the 
places where Jim and I have eaten 
over the years, all around the world , 
we decided this is our favorite. It is a 
place we keep returning to, a place we 
take our friends and family. The atmos-
phere is comfortable. The service is 
prompt and friendly. The food is a taste 
delight. We have been going to Basta 
Pasta for the past six years. We cannot 
go to San Francisco without eating at 
least one meal there. We have tried 
everything on the menu but lately have 
found our dinner is always the same: 
the "Basta Pasta Spagettini." 
Basta Pasta is located at the corner 
30 
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of Grant and Vallejo Streets, San Fran-
cisco, in the heart of the "tenderloin" 
district, but directly across from the 
Roman Catholic Church. Basta Pasta 
is owned and operated by Bruno Orsi 
and Lorenzo Betroni. Mr. Orsi and Mr. 
Betroni have another restaurant, 
"North Beach Restaurant," North 
Beach, San Francisco. 
Basta Pasta is open for lunch as well 
as after dinner theatre. As the name 
implies, it is Italian. They serve the 
most wonderful pasta we have ever 
tasted. They offer all the usual: 
spaghetti and fettuccini in a variety of 
sauces, meal dishes, cannelloni , 
lasagna, veal parmesan a, and '1he 
best steak in the world ," as well as a 
fresh "catch of the day." Their prawn 
cocktail will rival any around. 
Start with a bottle of Robert Mondavi 
Cabernet Savignon, and an appetizer 
of sliced tomatoes, crab and shrimp 
and a wonderful vinaigrette dressing 
($5.95). Then, appropriately spaced, 
comes the soon-to-be "World Famous" 
~asta Pasta Spagettini ($6.95), which 
is fresh homemade pasta in a delight-
fully light cream imperial sauce with 
fresh mushrooms, fresh tomatoes, and 
a garden variety of vegetables cooked 
ever-so-lightly as not to dammage the 
texture. It is a perfect marriage of 
sauce, pasta and vegetables. The 
pasta is garnished with fresh parme-
san cheese, and you receive all the 
wonderful French sourdough bread 
you could possible eat. You can have 
this marvelous dinner for two for under 
$30.00. Such a deal you will find 
nowhere. They also offer full bar ser-
vice. Their desserts are made fresh 
daily, though I admit we have never 
had room to try any of them. 
From Monterey we like to go to a 
matinee at the Golden Gate Theater 
and then dinner at Basta Pasta. It is 
worth the drive for dinner alone. A taste 
delight! Valet parking is available. Just 
drive up, leave your car at the door 
and go inside for a relaxing, well paced, 
heavenly blend of Italian cuisine and 
warm, friendly atmosphere. Silvano 
"Si" Karol is waiting to serve you. 
- Kathie Knight 
.... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... FOCUS .... 
Fandango's 
Want something different? Try Fan-
dango's on 17th Street in Pacific 
Grove. This lovely place brings to-
gether the best of cuisines from Spain, 
France, Italy (I might have forgotten 
one or two) with the the freshest local 
specialties. Talk about a winning com-
bination! We started our dinner with 
two appetizers. I could have easily 
made a meal of the deep-fried squid 
in a garlicky tomato sauce. An unusual 
salad of butter lettuce, avocados and 
papaya in walnut dressing was as 
pretty to look at as it was delicious to 
eat. The clam pasta was a linguini in 
buller sauce, topped with a more than 
generous serving of stuffed clams in 
the shell. The paella, the famous sea-
soned rice dish, had bits of most of the 
local seafood. The pastries are not to 
be missed. 
La Maisonnette 
We have enjoyed many delightful 
lunches at La Maisonnette on 17th 
Street, in Pacific Grove. The daily 
specials are wonderful, inexpensive 
and brought to the table in a flash. On 
different occasions, we have tried roast 
pork (moist in a delicate sauce) and a 
chicken filet in cheese sauce. Both 
were served with fresh vegetables and 
rice as well as a choice of homemade 
soup or a salad with an especially good 
house dressing. Their crepes (several 
varieties) are also very good, as is the 
onion soup. All meals are served with 
a never-ending supply of French bread 
(it must be homemade). We have 
never had room to try the extensive 
dessert menu. The fact that this restau-
rant is in a tiny, perfectly charming Vic-
torian cottage doesn't hurt a bit. La 
Maisonnette also serves dinner on 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday eve-
nings, featuring achoice of two or three 
specials each evening. Call ahead to 
find out what is on the menu. 
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The Local Wineries 
by Mike Browne 
Since summertime locally brings 
events such as the Casa de Fruita, the 
Castroville Artichoke Festival, and Gil-
roy Garlic Festival, it only makes sense 
to combine such festive activities with 
a visit to one (or more) of the fine 
wineries nearby. The Hecker Pass 
area along Highway 152 between Wat-
sonville and Gilroy is home to several 
family owned wineries and provides a 
very scenic area for a Sunday after-
noon drive. As the last of a three-part 
series on some of California's best 
tourist attractions, this article will de-
scribe some of the local wineries and 
then leave you with several elucida-
PROFESSIO N ~LS 
exclusively 
for those who care 
50 Bonifacio PI. 
Downtown Monterey 
646-8084 
tions to inform, to amaze and to enable 
you to talk just like all of the other "wine 
experts." 
When Scotsman John Cameron 
jumped a British ship in Monterey Bay 
and travelled to the Ortega Ranch in 
1815, he adopted his mother's maiden 
name, Gilroy and married the ranch 
owner's daughter. A small town de-
veloped around the outskirts of the 
property, orchards were planted, cattle 
were raised and the railroad eventually 
made its way there. By 1870, Gilroy 
had lost the ranch to pay gambling 
debts, but the town incorporated and 
continued to thrive. In recent years, Gil-
roy has become known as the "Garlic 
Capital of the World," and is developing 
the reputation of a fine wine-growing 
region as well. For the interested 
speculator, real estate is currently 
$70,000 per acre in the fertile regions 
of Hecker Pass, but a business venture 
there could prove very profitable. 
The Hecker Pass Winery was estab-
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND FACULTY CLUB 
The Naval Postgraduate School Officers' and Faculty Club is among the finest in the Navy. Its 
services are provided to all active duty officers of the Armed Forces, faculty members and other specific 
groups. Visa and MasterCharge are accepted for package store, evening food services and EI Prado 
Cocktail Lounge. 
Continental Breakfast is available in EI Rancho from 0700-1030 Monday through Friday. Break/ast 
for Essential Feeding is available in EI Rancho from 0645 to 0745 Monday thru Friday and on Saturday 
from 0800-1000. Dinner is available Monday through Thursday, Saturday and Sunday in EI Rancho 
from 1700 to 1930 and from 1730-2030 on Friday. Lunch is available in EI Rancho Monday through 
Friday 1100-1315. Sunday Brunch is served from 1000-1300. 
Attractive rooms at the Club are available for private parties, and the Club will provide prepared 
menu selections for home parties. For details, call Agnes Bomarito at 372-0875 between 0900-1630 




STORE - 373-7511 
Private parties in our dining 
rooms for which reservations 
have been made for 20 or more 
persons, must sign a contract (at 
least 24 hours prior to the event) 
guaranteeing 95% attendance. 
is located adjacent to the 
Post Office, near parking lot "E" 
at the rear of Herrmann Hall. 
Beer, liquor, wine, mixers, and 
bar accessories are available. 
Tuesday-Saturday 1000-1700 
Open Friday evening until 6 
p.m. 
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Ii shed by Mario Fortino in 1972. After 
three generations of winemaking in 
Italy, Mario brought his experience to 
Santa Clara county where he makes 
his wines in the old world style. The 
wines are naturally fermented in red-
wood tanks and matured in small oak 
barrels, oak casks, and redwood tanks. 
The wines are then bottle-aged before 
being released . Since 1974, the winery 
has won over 28 awards in state com-
petitions. The tasting room is open 
daily from 9 am to 5 pm with tours by 
appointment. (408) 842-8755. 
The Summerhill Vineyards are more 
modern than some of the other small, 
family establishments, but possesses 
a unique appeal. In addition to the fine 
tasting room that is open daily from 
noon to dusk, the Vineyard offers sum-
mer and fall gourmet champagne 
brunch al fresco at umbrella tables with 
music provided. My particularly favor-
ite vintage is their "Summer Blush": a 
refreshingly dry and fruity wine ... an 
"exquisite social wine for enjoyment as 
a cocktail wine or table wine." Highly 
recommended. (408) 842-3032. 
A stop at any of the wineries along 
Highway 152 will prove to be a worth-
while stop. All of the owners are cordial 
and most are very willing to provide 
maps and brochures of the Hecker 
Pass region to help acquaint the new-
comer with the area. In return , it's easy 
to make the owners smile when you 
buy a bottle or two of their wine. 
A bit further north, but well worth the 
extra drive, is the Almaden Vineyard 
in San Jose at the Camden Avenue 
exit from Highway 17. The vineyards 
of Almaden were established in 1852 
and are now California's oldest produc-
ing winery. 
Frenchman Charles Lefranc is the 
founder of the internationally re-
nowned winery. Still making history, Al-
maden became the first American win-
ery to enter the Guinness Book of 
World Records. The 1981 edition lists 
Almaden's Cienega Wine Cellar near 
Hollister as the world's largest wine 
cellar under one roof - approximately 
the size of four football fields, holding 
37,000 small 50 gallon oak barrels 
aging premium wines. 
Almaden's "Centennial Barrel" was 
a major attraction at the 1876 Centen-
nial Exposition in Philadelphia, as well 
as in 1976 for the nation's Bicentennial. 
Visitors at Almaden can still see the 
nine-foot-wide barrel standing majesti-
cally at the home winery on Blossom 
Hill Road. This is the site for Almaden's 
guided tours, beginning in the cool 
depths of the original wine cellar which 
is still in use today. The winery is a 
gracious host, and it is well worth your 
trip. (408) 268-1312. 
Finally, for all of you "real" wine ex-
perts, I have assembled a few of my 
favorite wine words and phrases, to 
help set you out from the myriad of 
"weekend connoisseurs." 
Aroma: that part of the fragrance 
of wine originating from the 
grapes. (Differs from "bouquet: al-
though frequently confused.) 
Bouquet: that part of the fra-
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899-2381 
Veterinary Pet Insurance Policies Accepted 
MasterCard, Visa, American Express 
EVENNG HRS AVAILABLE ON WEEK frilGKTS 
MOtHRI BAIlf..lPM SAT ........ :lOPM 
780 ELM AVE· SEA5'DE 
BEHIND THE BANK OF "MERtcA 
ON FREMONT Bl YD 
Member 
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fermentation and aging, i.e. the 
fragrance of the wine itself (Not the 
same as "aroma," but by the third 
winery, who really cares?) 
Dosage: wine, grape concentra-
tion and/or sugar and brandy mix-
ture added to sparkling wine be-
fore final corking. (Differs from the 
amount needed to be sampled to 
to verify the hospitality of a tasting 
Foxy: grapey tang characteristic 
of native labrusca grapes grown in 
the eastern U.S. (typically favored 
by many Americans) . 
Hydrometer: floating cylindrical 
glass instrument for determining 
specific gravity and thus alcohol 
content. (Used only by the real 
winos in your tasting party.) 
Pop Wine: inexpensive, carbo-
Let Us Develop Your Film 
• 4 x 6 prints 
• 3% x 5 prints 
• Contact Sheets 
• Color or 
Black & White 
• E6 
• Kodachrome 
580 Lighthouse Ave. 
372-6337 
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 6:00 Sat. 10:00-3:00 
Dennis Clay, Ph.D. 
Clinical Psychologist 
• Individual Psychotherapy & Marriage Counseling 
• Hypnotherapy • Stress Management 
• Study Efficiency & Test Anxiety 
• Confidential Appointments 
Reduced fees for NPS families 
CHAMPUS accepted 
For information, referral or 
appointment, call Dr. C lay at 
646-9330 • Pacific Grove 
nated or slightly effervescent, low 
alcohol wine made from grapes or 
other fruit. (Peak popularity in late 
1960's and early 1970's, and pre-
ferred today by ensigns and sec-
ond lieutenants.) 
Finally, when it comes time for the 
big decision to either buy a couple of 
bottles to make the owner happy or to 
continue freeloading and move on to 
the next tasting room, here are the two 
tests that I would recommend: 
Sensory Evaluation: judging 
wine by means of the effect upon 
the senses, such as sight, taste, 
smell and tactile or viscous per-
ception (sounds interesting . . . ). 
Triangular Taste Test: differen-
tiating test for two wines poured 
into three coded glasses, one into 
two glasses and one into the other. 
Tasting seeks to identify the odd 
glass and establish the probability 
that B differs from A (only recom-
mended for the mathematically in-
clined . .. ). 
HAPPY TASTING (and please drive 
safely)!!! 
Tomorrow 
by Caryn Mears 
Tomorrow, th e special day, 
Th e eighth day of th e week. 
Tomorrow comes and hurries by, 
Its longevity we seek. 
Tomorro w, we will diet, 
We will lose that weight, we will. 
Tomorrow comes and hurries by, 
Th e weight it lingers still . 
Tomorrow , we will succeed, 
We must, we must, we must! 
Tomorrow comes and hurries by, 
For slenderness we lu sl. 
Tom orrow we say, with great 
conviction , 
Will power will prevail. 
Tomorrow comes and hurries by, 
We seem to always fail . 
Tomorrow, that special day , 
A day of expectation. 
Tomorrow comes and hurries by, 
A holiday of procrastination . 
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Our Kind Of Place 
by Caryn Mears 
McDonald 's, our kind of place, 
And here's th e reason s why . .. 
Three children in our family, 
Two boosters and chair up high . 
Hunger squelched within seconds, 
Tears quickly subside. 
Each ha s his own concoc tions 
With a menu twelve feet wide. 
Playground 's a necessity 
Equipment brightly painted. 
Fifteen hours of driving 
Little ones still not fainted. 
Ice cream cones, the very best. 
One flavor, no dispute. 
The price is right, cheap as can be. 
Our pockets they do suit. 
Many locations, easy access, 
McDonald 's, always close at hand. 
Noise levels are ignored, 
Feel free to bring your band. 
Whether called the Rainbow Club 
Or on ly just Mac's, 
No other restaurant sa tisf ies 
This fa mily's hunger attacks. 
The Only Permanent Method 
of Hair Removal 
• Eyebrows 
• Upper lip - chin 
• Breasts 
• Bikini line 
Beth Bradbury 
Registered Electrologist 
77 Soledad Dr. 
Monterey, CA 93940 
372-2010 
OFF SHORE TANNING CENTER 
o Klafsun@ Sun System UV-A 
(The leader in sUfllanning technology) 
o Professionally Staffed 
o Convenielll Parking 
o Appointments (No Waiting) 
o Open 7 Days 
o Comfortable and Unique Atmosphere 
o Today's Tall Looks Good - Feels Good 
o Skill Care Consuitallls/Botiy Treatmellls 
For Still Session Specials Call 
625-4445 
"WHERE THE SUN NEVER SETS" 





books and games. 
Sandra Goodwin 
373-2591 
Jjt<'< LONGABERGER BASKETS 
-------
- 10% off any basket 
with this ad! 
Laurie Smith 375-5095 
AEROBIC DANCE Mary Kay Cosmetics, Inc. 
Tues ., Thurs. 9:45 am 
(w/child care) 
Complimentary 
Facials and Glamour 
M on. , W ed. 5 :40 pm Kimberly Lindsey 
373-6055 BECKY BARKER 649-6793 
Jerry McDonald 
Furniture Restoration 
Refinishing & Repairing 
• Antique· & • Modern • 
Furniture 
Military Claims 
& Damage Estimates 
TOUCH-UP & SPOT REPAIRS 
I 
Also 
Pianos Free Pick-up & Oeliverey '375-4894 
• Do you have a small business 
out of your home? 
• Do you sell or service any 
home care products. weight 
loss programs. plastics. bas-
kets. make up or toys? 
• Do you enjoy cake decorating. 
party planning. typing. tutor-
ing. babysitting. sewing or 
other small services? 
Think about advertising in The 
Classmate's new column. 
Call : Connie Frostenson (375-
1876) or Jane Underwood 
(373-5387). 
Your talents can payoff if the 
right people know about you! 
829 BROADWAY, SEASIDE. 394-63~Olt""~~~~L~ 
MONTEREY ST., SALINAS • 422-~~33 
YOU CAN 
It PAYS 
to visit a 
famil y store 
have solid wood 
and save $ 
Specializing in oak and olher hardwoods . ~:=::t 










Visit with us at 
HILTON INN RESORT 
PENINSULA ROOM 
1000 Aguajito Road, Monterey 
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday 
July 26 & 27 
DONNA CATHER 
RE/MAX ASSOCIATES 
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 
SANDY MARTINISKO 
RE/MAX XECUTEX 
FAIRFAX COUNTY, VA 
SPECIALIZING IN MILITARY RELOCATION 
MAPS - BROCHURES - FINANCING - SCHOOLS - PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION - RECREATION - MORE! 
COFFEE WINE CHEESE 
Sponsored by Century 21 Arndt Associates, Inc. 
Each Office Is Independently Owned And Operated 
• 
WASHINGTON, D.C., V,RG,N,A, MARYLAND, 
NORFOLK I V,RG,N,A BEACH 
Come To An Open House 
FREE INDIVIDUAL CONSULTATION 
AND RELOCATION PACKET 
Purchase I Renla l Info r matio n On: Ho usin g · Fi n an ci ng/QualUy ing • Schools/Communi t y . Transportation 
AUGUST 1-3 FRIDAY-SUIYDAY 
• 9:00 AM-4:00 PM 
(After 4:00 PM-by Appo intment) 











LONG & FOSTER REALTORS 




i1LONG & FO~r~~ 
LINDA FOX-JARVIS 





SEII.VIHG THE NAVAL POSTGII.ADUATE SCHOOL SINCE 1972 
[B National Relocation Service ~ 
